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T
he electronic properties of metal sin-
gle-atom contacts have been studied
extensively using the mechanically

controlled break-junction technique and
the scanning tunneling microscope based
break-junction technique.1 The most com-
monly studied metal in such measurements
is gold (Au) due to its chemical stability in
ambient conditions, and its relative ease in
metallizing various surfaces. Electronicmea-
surementswith a series of othermetals have
been carried out under ultrahigh or high-
vacuum conditions;2�8 however, there are
very few studies of the mechanical proper-
ties of these nanoscale wires and point-
contacts for metals other than Au.9 In this
paper, we present simultaneous force and
conductance measurements of silver (Ag)
atomic contacts and compare their proper-
ties with Au contacts. Whereas Au atomic
contacts show a clear 1 G0 (G0 = 2e2/h, the
quantum of conductance) feature corre-
sponding to the formation of single atomic
contacts even under ambient conditions,
Ag shows additional features at∼0.4 G0 and

∼1.3 G0. Such conductance features have
been observed in previous experimental
studies,10�12 and theoretical investigations13�16

have provided detailed insight into their
structural origin. In particular, molecular O2

is known to dissociate into atomic O and
adsorb to undercoordinated Ag atoms, even
at temperatures as low as 105 K.17�19 An
oxygen atom can therefore be expected to
bond to the highly reactive Ag atomic-size
contact, and bridge an Ag�Ag contact either
in parallel or in series as Ag�O�Ag. Such
events aremore pronounced in Ag compared
to Au, due to its higher reactivity.11,20 Mea-
surements with Ag point contacts therefore
present richer possibilities in structure and
evolution under elongation when compared
with Au single atomic contacts and also open
up thepossibility to study in situ reactions that
could lead to the formation of novel single-
molecule junctions.21

In this study, we measure, simultaneously,
the electronic and mechanical properties of
Ag point contacts using a custom atomic
force microscope to probe the formation
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ABSTRACT We measure simultaneously force and conductance

of Ag metal point-contacts under ambient conditions at room

temperature. We observe the formation of contacts with a con-

ductance close to 1 G0, the quantum of conductance, which can be

attributed to a single-atom contact, similar to those formed by Au.

We also find two additional conductance features at ∼0.4 G0 and

∼1.3 G0, which have been previously ascribed to contacts with

oxygen contaminations. Here, using a conductance cross-correlation

technique, we distinguish three different atomic-scale structural

motifs and analyze their rupture forces and stiffness. Our results

allow us to assign the∼0.4 G0 conductance feature to an Ag�O�Ag contact and the∼1.3 G0 feature to an Ag�Ag single-atom contact with an oxygen

atom in parallel. Utilizing complementary information from force and conductance, we thus demonstrate the correlation of conductance with the structural

evolution at the atomic scale.
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and evolution of Ag contacts under ambient condi-
tions.Wemeasure thousands of junctions to carry out a
statistical analysis in a robust manner. We find that
during the thinning of Ag point contacts under junc-
tion elongation, there are not only conductance pla-
teaus due to Ag single-atom contacts (with con-
ductance of ∼1 G0), but also plateaus at ∼0.4 G0 and
∼1.3 G0 which we assign to the presence of atomic
oxygen impurities. Although we cannot rule out the
presence of other impurities in our experiments, our
observed experimental evidence is consistent with
previous experimental10�12 and theoretical13�16 stud-
ies, which attribute these conductance features to
atomic oxygen in Ag contacts.Weuse a cross-correlation
technique22,23 to study the mutual conditional occur-
rence of these three conductance features in a statis-
tically robust manner. The insights from these cross-
correlations allow us to employ a simple algorithm to
sort junctions based on their structures into three
distinct groups: (a) junctions with a single Ag-atom
contact (Ag-SAC); (b) a single Ag-atom contact with
a parallel oxygen atom bridge (AgO-P) and (c) a
single-Ag-atom contact incorporating an oxygen atom
in series (AgO-S). We deduce the structural evolution
pathways for these junctions and analyze the force
data to quantify the mechanics of the three distinct
contacts. We find that the 1 G0 conductance features,
which arise from Ag single atomic contacts, have a
rupture force of 1 nN and a stiffness of 8N/m. The 0.4 G0

features, which are attributed to the configurationwith
an oxygen atom in series, have slightly lower rupture
forces (0.8 nN) but have a stiffness (8 N/m) comparable
to that of the single Ag-atom contact. In contrast,
structures with oxygen in parallel (with a conductance
of ∼1.3 G0) show a significantly higher rupture force
(1.7 nN) and a higher stiffness (14 N/m). Together,
these quantitative results not only represent the first
direct measurement of the mechanics of Ag point-
contacts, but also allow us to unambiguously con-
clude that the Ag�O bonds are comparable in
strength to the Ag�Ag bonds and mechanically

stabilize Ag contacts when O atoms are in a parallel
configuration.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We carry out simultaneous conductance and force
measurements using an atomic force microscope based
break-junction method (AFM-BJ). To gather larger statis-
tics on conductance correlations, we also carry out
conductance measurements alone in a scanning tunnel-
ing microscope based break-junction setup (STM-BJ).24

The AFM experimental setup and analytical procedures
are detailed in the Methods section, and have also
been described in detail previously.25,26 Briefly, a
Ag-coated AFM cantilever and a freshly mechanically
polished Ag substrate are repeatedly brought in and
out of contact using a high resolution piezo positioner
at a constant velocity. Conductance is measured across
the tip/sample junction at constant bias of 25 mV. The
force is measured simultaneously by monitoring the
deflection of a laser focused on the back of the
cantilever as schematically illustrated in Figure 1a.
Figure 1b shows conductance (red) and force (blue)
measurements from a typical Ag junction elongation
and rupture. Conductance decreases stepwise as a
function of displacement, similar to what is observed
for Au point-contacts.1 The simultaneously measured
force traces show a typical sawtooth pattern attributed to
reversible (elastic) and irreversible (plastic) deformations.27

Characteristic Conductance Features. To understand the
details of the different conductance plateaus seenwith
these traces, we first collect a large data set of 10 000
Ag conductance traces with the STM-BJ setup as it is
easier to gather large data sets with a Ag wire tip in the
STM as opposed to using a Ag-coated cantilever
necessary for the AFM-BJ measurements. We analyze
the conductance traces by creating a linear-binned
histogram without data selection. Figure 2a compares
1D conductance histograms (normalized by the num-
ber of included traces) for Ag (gray) with that for Au
(yellow). Both histograms reveal characteristic peaks at
well-defined conductance values, although the peaks

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup used for simultaneous force and conductance measurements. (b) Sample
trace showing the evolution of conductance (red, left axis) and force (blue, right axis) for a Ag point contact as a function of
junction elongation. The drop in force at the end of the conductance step corresponds to the rupture force, while the slope of
the force trace over the conductance plateau is related to the stiffness of the junction.
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are more prominent for the Au measurements. As in
Au, a 1 G0 conductance plateau in Ag corresponds to a
junction with a single conducting channel with unit
transmission.8,28�31 However, it is known that Ag con-
tacts do not form long single atomic chains;8,28�31

indeed, we see a reduced 1 G0 peak as Ag plateaus
are considerably shorter. Additionally, the Ag histo-
gram peak does not show a clear peak around 1.8 G0,
unlike the Au histogram, but a peak around 2.5 G0 is
clearly visible. This higher conductance peak at∼2.5 G0

has been attributed to a stable contact geometry with
a triangular (3-atom) cross-section.8,31 The Ag mea-
surements also show a large number of counts below
1 G0, corresponding to larger through-space tunneling
currents after junction rupture, indicating that the
dynamics of the atomic-scale relaxation of Ag single-
atom contacts immediately after rupture is different
from Au contacts.12,30,32 The presence of other adsor-
bates around the junction could also be responsible
for the counts at lower conductance values in Ag
junctions.

The Ag histogram in Figure 2a also shows a feature
around 0.4 G0 indicating that a frequent and stable

configuration with that conductance is formed when
Ag contacts are broken.10�12 Since O2 from the ambi-
ent environment can dissociate on under-coordinated
silver atoms,17�19 we can expect oxygen atoms to
interact with the Ag point-contacts to form Ag�O
containing structures. Theoretically, Ag-single atom
contacts with an O in series were shown to have a
conductance of ∼0.4 G0.

13,16 Furthermore, it was
shown experimentally that the 1 G0 single atom con-
tact feature in 1D conductance histograms was sup-
pressed when traces showing 1.3 G0 and 0.4 G0

features were selectively analyzed.10 These results
highlight the need to better understand the structure
and structural evolution basis for the observations. In
what follows, we utilize the independently measured
conductance and force data to determine the structural
evolution pathway by first quantifying the correlations
in the occurrence of different structures using conduc-
tance as their structural fingerprint and then analyzing
the mechanical properties of each of these structures.

Correlations among Conductance Features. We first carry
out a statistical correlation analysis for the measured
conductance traces by constructing a two-dimensional
cross-correlation histogram (Figure 2b), using a procedure
detailed previously22,23 (see Supporting Information).
Briefly, the 2D cross-correlation histogram shows the
correlation in either the occurrence or in the plateau
lengths of different conductance features within in-
dividual traces. Positively (negatively) correlated re-
gions indicate that two conductance values occur (do
not occur) together in the same trace frequently.22 In
Figure 2b (right panel), we also plot a vertical profile of
this 2D correlation plot taken at ∼1 G0 (corresponding
to the dashed line at 0.9 G0 on the cross-correlation
histogram) where correlations between a 1 G0 feature
and those at other conductance values are elucidated.
Along this line profile, the red, positively correlated
region around 2.5 G0 indicates that plateaus around
1 G0 and 2.5 G0 frequently occur together in the same
trace. In contrast, the blue regions around 0.4 G0 and
1.3 G0, which we attributed to the presence of O in the
junction, indicate that 1 G0 plateaus are anticorrelated
with plateaus at either of these values. Next, we con-
sider a vertical section around 1.3 G0 (corresponding
to the dashed line at 1.3 G0 on the cross-correlation
histogram, Figure 2b). Along this profile, the red re-
gions around 0.4 G0 indicate that the structures re-
sponsible for conductance plateaus at 1.3 G0 and 0.4 G0

are correlated.
A subtle, but important detail in the analysis of

cross-correlation histograms is that the negative values
in the cross-correlation histogram can stem from two
reasons: (a) anticorrelations in occurrence (occurrence
of two conductance plateaus is mutually exclusive), or
(b) anticorrelations in plateau lengths (longer plateau
length at one conductance value is accompanied by a
shorter plateau length at the other conductance, and

Figure 2. (a) One-dimensional conductance histograms
(linearly binned, bin size 0.001 G0) constructed without
any data selection for 10 000 Ag (gray) traces; Au (gold)
histogram is shown for comparison. These traces were
measured with the STM-BJ setup. The highlighted regions
indicate conductance ranges associated with AgO-S (red),
Ag-SAC (gray), and AgO-P (green). (b) 2D cross-correlation
histogram constructed without data selection for Ag traces.
The panels on the right are profiles along the dotted lines
shownon the cross-correlationhistogram, at 0.9G0 and1.3G0,
respectively. The scale bar indicates the color scale used for
the correlation values: red, positive; blue, negative; and
white, zero correlation. The black contours are at(0.05. (c)
One-dimensional conductance histograms constructed
from selected traces that have at least 80 data points in
theAg-SAC (gray, 3904 traces), AgO-S (red, 3345 traces), and
AgO-P (green, 2501 traces) conductance ranges, respectively.
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vice versa). To determine whether the anticorrelation
between the 1G0 plateau and those at 1.3 G0 and 0.4G0

is due to the an anticorrelation in their occurrence or
anticorrelation in their plateau lengths, we construct
conditional histograms22,23 from subsets of all mea-
sured traces, selecting for conductance features de-
fined by the highlighted regions in Figure 2a. Speci-
fically, we first select traces that have more than 80
data points (equivalent to a minimum plateau length
of ∼0.015 nm) within one of the three conductance
ranges: 0.7�1.0 G0 for Ag-SAC region, 0.25�0.55 G0 for
the AgO-S region, and 1.1�1.4 G0 for the AgO-P region.
These conductance ranges and the plateau length
cutoff are determined from a logarithmically binned
conductance histogram as detailed in the Methods
section. We then construct conditional 1D histograms
(Figure 2c) of the selected traces, without any other
selection criteria. We observe that by selecting for the
Ag-SAC plateaus, both the AgO-S and AgO-P features
are highly suppressed, whereas the 2.5 G0 feature is
retained. This indicates that clean Ag-SAC junctions
occur when oxygen impurities are absent in the vicinity
of the junction. This result is in agreement with the
cross-correlation analysis in Figure 2a, and with data
from Ag contacts measured in an oxygen-free high-
vacuum environment.8 Similarly, by selecting for AgO-S
conductance there is a dramatic suppression of the Ag-
SAC feature. This supports the finding from the cross-
correlation analysis that AgO-S and Ag-SAC junc-
tions do not occur in the same trace. On the other
hand, by selecting for the AgO-P conductance we note
that the Ag-SAC feature is reduced, but not fully
suppressed. This could imply that occasionally Ag-
SACs occur after the AgO-P junction, with anticorre-
lated plateau lengths.22 However, since the AgO-P and
Ag-SAC conductance ranges are close, it is also possi-
ble that when we select traces with AgO-P features, we
inadvertently pick a trace with Ag-SAC plateau. This is
because the tail of the 1G0 histogrampeak extends above
1 G0, as is most clearly visible for the Au data (Figure 2a).

These structural insights are summarized as a sche-
matic illustration in Figure 3a, which shows the struc-
tural transition pathways for the Ag and Ag/O junc-
tions. This scheme motivates the use of conductance
features combined with simultaneous force measure-
ments to quantify the mechanics of the various struc-
tural evolution scenarios of these atomic-scale junc-
tions. Whereas AgO-S and Ag-SAC junctions rupture
upon elongation, AgO-P junctions can rupture to an
open contact, or evolve into an AgO-S or, perhaps, into
an Ag-SAC junction. In our analysis of forces, we treat
these categories separately.

Mechanics of Distinct Structural Motifs. We now analyze
the data acquired using the AFM-BJ setup where we
measure force simultaneously with conductance in
6 500 junctions. We first sort all measured traces to
differentiate the structures based on the conductance
features as detailed above. We further ensure that the
Ag-SAC and AgO-S junctions rupture under elongation
by selecting those traces where the conductance after
rupture goes below 0.01 G0 within 80 data points. For
the AgO-P junctions, we only include traceswhich have
less than 80 data points in the Ag-SAC conductance
range (0.7�1.0 G0) and fewer than 80 data points in the
0.01�0.25 G0 conductance range as detailed above.
With these requirements, we only include AgO-P junc-
tions that evolve to AgO-S junctions or that rupture
completely (Figure 3a). To characterize the subset of
AgO-P junctions which rupture without evolving into
an AgO-S structure, we select AgO-P junctions that
have less than 80 data points in the 0.01�1.0 G0

conductance range, thereby excluding Ag-SAC and
AgO-S conductance features that could occur after
the AgO-P conductance plateau. We note that not
every conductance trace among the data set (con-
sisting of 6 500 simultaneous measurements of con-
ductance and force) contains one of these structures of
interest. Normalized conductance histograms from
these selected subsets are shown in Figure 3b, which
has the same peaks as those shown in Figure 2b, but

Figure 3. (a) Schematic illustration of the three bonding motifs representing a clean Ag single atomic contact (Ag-SAC), Ag
atomic contact with a series O bridge (AgO-S), Ag atomic contact with a parallel O bridge (AgO-P), and a ruptured junction.
Arrows indicate the experimentally inferred structural evolution pathways. (b) One-dimensional conductance histograms
constructed from selectedAFM-BJ traces for Ag-SAC (gray, 955 traces), AgO-S (red, 355 traces), AgO-P (dark green, 214 traces),
and AgO-P to rupture (light green, 90 traces).
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very few counts in the low-conductance region, as
traces that contribute to this region have been ex-
cluded in the selection. Peaks at 1 G0 and 0.4 G0 are
seen in the Ag-SAC and AgO-S scenarios, analogous to
those in Figure 2b. For the AgO-P junctions that rupture
completely, a peak at 1.3 G0 is observed. For the selec-
tion that includes AgO-P junctions that evolve into an
AgO-S junction, we see an additional conductance
peak in the AgO-S range.

We can now analyze the simultaneously measured
force data to determine rupture force and stiffness of
individual junctions, for each of the four types of traces
selected above (see Supporting Information for sample
traces). We begin by locating the displacement range
corresponding to the conductance plateau of interest
(Figure 3b). We then obtain the rupture force by
determining the force drop at the position where the
conductance plateau ends, that is, where the conduc-
tance drops abruptly below the plateau level (as illus-
trated in Figure 1b). We determine the stiffness of the
junction by extracting the slope of the force ramp prior
to the sharp drop (dotted line, Figure 1b). Since the
force trace shows additional features during the course
of a conductance plateau due to atomic-scale rearran-
gement, we use an automated algorithm26 to isolate
the final force event and use the slope of this segment
to reliably obtain the stiffness of the junction (see
Supporting Information). This measured stiffness is
the stiffness of the entire junction and also includes
the stiffness of the cantilever. To determine the junc-
tion stiffness, we correct the measured value using a
series springmodel for themeasured spring constant33

of the AFM cantilever (∼50 N/m) for each junction.
Histograms of rupture force and stiffness are shown in

Figure 4a,b along with Gaussian fits used to determine
the mean rupture force and stiffness for each junction
type. The results are from this analysis are summarized
in Table 1.

We first observe that themeasured rupture force for
Ag-SACs (1 nN) is significantly smaller than that of an
Au single-atom contact (1.5 nN).25�27 This is in excel-
lent agreement with previous theoretical calculations
that have consistently found a lower rupture force of
∼1 nN for Ag-SACs compared to ∼1.5 nN for
Au.14,34�37 The stiffness of Ag-SACs of 8 N/m is the
same as thatmeasured for Au,26,27 perhaps reflecting the
similar bulk Young's modulus of Ag and Au (∼80 GPa).38

The AgO-S junctions have a slightly smaller rupture
force (0.8 nN) than Ag-SAC junctions, and stiffness (8 N/m)
equal to the Ag-SAC junctions, within experimental error.
When the interatomic bonds are represented as springs in
a simplified model, in a AgO-S junction, the two Ag�O
bonds are in series with the Ag electrodes, and thus its
stiffness and rupture force can only be smaller than or
equal to that of an Ag-SAC (Figure 3a). Theoretical
calculations indicate that the Ag�O bond strength
might be comparable to the Ag�Ag bond in the
Ag-SAC case.14,34 Experimentally, the observation of
enhanced formation of monatomic Ag wires in low-
temperature break-junction experiments (<40 K) in the
presence of oxygen also supports the idea that Ag�O
bonds are comparable in strength to Ag�Ag bonds.11,12

Our experimental results thus present a quantitative
measurement of the Ag�O bonding strength.

For the AgO-P junctions that rupture completely,
we obtain a rupture force (stiffness) of 1.7 nN (14 N/m)
when the junction ruptures to an open contact. How-
ever, if the AgO-P junctions that evolve to AgO-S
junctions are included, the rupture force and stiffness
are found to be 1.2 nN and 13 N/m respectively. The
rupture force for an AgO-P junction is thus much larger
than for Ag-SAC andAgO-S. This strongly indicates that
the oxygen atom is stabilizing the junction in AgO-P
junctions. In an AgO-P configuration (Figure 3a) we
expect the Ag�O bonds to be in parallel to the Ag�Ag
bonds; such a junctionwill be stiffer thanAg-SAC, and if
it ruptures upon elongation, we expect a larger rupture
force than that of an Ag-SAC. The stiffness and rupture
force results obtained here provide conclusive evi-
dence that the 1.3 G0 junctions are indeed those that
have an O in a parallel configuration. The fact that the

Figure 4. (a) Histograms of rupture force and (b) stiffness
for Ag-SAC (gray), AgO-S (red), AgO-P (dark green), and
AgO-P to rupture (light green). Gaussian fits are overlaid as
solid curves and the dashed lines are provided as visual
guides connecting the peak values.

TABLE 1. Most Frequently Measured Force and Stiffness.

Sample Size for Each Case and Standard Errors in the Fit

Are Also Shown

type no. of traces force (nN) stiffness (N/m)

Ag-SAC 955 0.95 ( 0.02 7.7 ( 0.5
AgO-S 344 0.83 ( 0.03 8.2 ( 0.8
AgO-P 215 1.24 ( 0.06 13.1 ( 1.2
AgO-P to rupture 90 1.66 ( 0.09 14.1 ( 2.1
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stiffness of AgO-S junctions is almost the same as Ag-
SAC junctions further demonstrates that the Ag�O
bonds are comparable to Ag�Ag bonds in terms of
their mechanical properties. On the other hand, the
parallel Ag�O bonds in AgO-P junctions can be intui-
tively thought of as providing additional stabilization,
as well as a parallel spring in the junction. Finally, we
note a subtlety in interpreting the meaning of the
measured rupture force of AgO-P junctions. The lower
rupture force in AgO-P junctions which evolve into a
AgO-S structure is due to the fact that the junction does
not rupture to an open contact. This prevents the AFM
cantilever from relaxing completely and therefore the
measured drop in force is smaller than the full value
that is observed in the AgO-P junctions that rupture to
a conductance below the 0.01 G0 cutoff. Therefore, in
this context, the measured forces correspond to the
difference between the maximum sustained force by
AgO-P junctions and the initial force sustained by the
succeeding AgO-S junction. However, the measured
stiffness is approximately the same (within experimental

error) for AgO-P junctions, whether considering only the
subset of junctions that ruptures or including junctions
that evolve into AgO-S structures as well, since the
basic AgO-P structure is the same, irrespective of the
evolution scenarios.

CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the electric andmechanical behav-
ior of Ag junctions in ambient conditions. These mea-
surements show conductance features of clean Ag-
SACs as well as Ag contacts that include O impurities.
Using a selection process based on the cross-correlations
among the conductance of various junction structures,
we are able to analyze different junction structures
separately. The results from the forcemeasurements allow
us to rigorously quantify themechanics of Ag-SAC, AgO-S,
and AgO-P structures, adding significantly to our under-
standing of the behavior of atomic-size junctions of Ag,
and their contrast with Au. We expect the experimental
methods and results presented here to enable progress in
the study of single molecule junctions with Ag electrodes.

METHODS
Experimental Setup. Conducting AFM measurements are car-

ried out using a custom built setup which consists of a modified
commercial AFM head (Veeco Multimode) which has been
optimized for high signal-to-noise ratio with custom optics
and electronic components. We use commercial filters, adders
(SRS), data acquisition systems (National Instruments PXI), and
current amplifier (Keithley 428) for the conductance and force
measurements. We use a high-resolution 24-bit PXI-4461 card
to move a calibrated single-axis piezoelectric positioner (Mad-
City Labs) at a constant speed of 18 nm/s during junction
elongation. The Ag-coated AFM cantilevers were prepared by
evaporating ∼300 nm of Ag using a thermal evaporator
(Edwards BOC/Auto 306). The AFM cantilevers have a stiffness
of ∼50 N/m, and were calibrated by measuring their thermal
spectrum. Freshly mechanically polished Ag disks (Alfa Aesar)
were used as substrates. Measurements were performed soon
after the metal deposition/polishing, without any additional
chemical treatment to the deposited surfaces. At the beginning
of each trace, we ensure that the conductance is larger than 5G0

(G0 = 2e2/h, “quantum of conductance”) in order to sample a
wide variety of junctions during the measurements.

Data Analysis. We construct logarithmically binned 1D histo-
grams for the conductance traces (see Supporting Information,
Figure S1). This histogram allows us to locate the peaks and
minima in the conductance histogram and assign the conduc-
tance ranges for Ag-SAC, AgO-S, and AgO-P junctions. We sum
the counts in the histogram under each of these conductance
ranges: the Ag-SAC feature on average has 120 data points, the
AgO-S feature has 125 data points, and theAgO-P feature has 80
data points per trace. Therefore we select traces which have at
least 80 data points in a particular conductance range to ensure
the existence of a structure corresponding to that conductance
range.
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